
June 15, 2015 
 
Executive Secretary 
Iowa Utilities Board 
1375 E. Court Avenue, Room 69 
Des Moines, IA  50319-0069 
 
Re:  Docket No. NOI-2014-0001 
Order Soliciting Additional Comments, April 30, 2015 
 
 
 
Dear Members of the Iowa Utilities Board, 
 
Thank you for your continued careful consideration of the difficult issues surrounding Distributed 
Generation (DG) in this docket, and the opportunity to comment further on Net Energy Metering (NEM). 
We will provide answers to each question, and further contextual remarks in closing. 
 
1. The Board has offered the following proposed policy goal for comment: 

 
To provide a regulatory framework that allows distributed generation to grow in an 
equitable manner that balances the interests of regulated utilities and all utility 
customers. 

 
Comment on the advantages and disadvantages of the Board adopting such a policy goal. 
 
We believe this policy goal wrongly places the financial interests of regulated utilities on a par with the 
interests of Iowa citizens and utility ratepayers. Fundamentally, the Iowa Utilities Board is a part of state 
government and thereby exists to serve the citizens of Iowa. Investor-owned utilities are not Iowa 
citizens, nor are the vast majority of their investors. 
 
More specifically, the mission of the Utilities Board is “to ensure that reasonably priced, reliable, 
environmentally responsible, and save utility services are available to all Iowans.”1 The current regulated 
utility monopoly model of fossil fuel-powered central generation has by and large served that need over 
past decades, but as a means to an end and not the end itself. The model and by association the 
financial health of regulated utilities are not a policy goal, but a tool to reach policy goals. 
 
The business models of Iowa’s regulated utilities under consideration here are based on generating 
profit from the sale of electricity. Meanwhile, an increasingly fundamental goal of customers and 
communities is the investment in and retention of that energy capital via locally-owned distributed 
generation. It has been noted in this docket that current DG penetration rates are low enough this 
conflict of interest does not yet require major policy adjustment. Yet the establishment of a policy goal 
in this docket is clearly intended to guide policy into the future as those conflicts materialize further. 
 
It is important to note here that we in no way intend our comments to be a framing of good versus evil 
as is too often the case in these debates. Winneshiek Energy District works regularly and frequently at 
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the local level with many utilities and their representatives for the benefit of common customers and 
communities. The energy world is changing so fast, however, that regulatory structures and utility 
business models must adjust equally quickly or risk major irreversible mid- and long-term negative 
consequences, including widespread load and grid defection2. Attempts to “balance” interests 
inherently tend towards maintaining the status quo, when in reality that is exactly what needs careful, 
planned, yet rapid, flexible and innovative change. 
 
The common good of Iowans, the interests of ratepayers, and the expansion of renewable energy (as 
expressed in extensive state policy3) should be the foundation of any further policy goals regarding 
distributed generation. Fairness among ratepayers and ratepayer classes is obviously important but 
already central to utility rule-making. Grid health and the safe, reliable, and affordable provision of 
power are also foundational to current policy.  
 
The proposed policy statement “allows” DG growth yet does not state clearly establish willing customer 
and community participation in the grid and energy markets as a goal consistent with existing Iowa 
policy and the evolving energy paradigms. In failing to fully endorse customer and community DG, it 
opens the door to utility restriction of DG growth, customer/community alienation, load and grid 
defection, and grid chaos. 
 
In order to realize the economic benefit of DG to Iowa ratepayers and communities, maintain 
consistency with existing Iowa policy, address climate change and support Iowa’s Clean Power Plan, and 
promote orderly grid evolution, we propose the following policy goal: 
 

Facilitate the evolution of a distribution grid and energy marketplace fully enabling and prioritizing 
customer and community participation, and align utility roles and revenue models in support of this 
evolution. 

 
 
2. Would it constitute a "sale" if the Board were to determine that at the end of each year, unused 

kWh credits are to be diverted and used for a special cause? 
 
We do not believe the transfer of kWh credits would represent a sale, as currency is not actually 
changing hands any more than it does when a customer receives credits on their bill for excess DG 
production and applies those credits to future usage. 
 
The issue of surplus DG is an important one however, requiring further discussion. We have seen no 
evidence that the current policy of kWh credits continuously rolling forward presents serious 
widespread problems, yet the investor-owned utilities (IOU) favor a monthly cash-out. Given the 
monthly variability in solar (the most common form of DG by far) and clear desire among many DG 
customers to balance production and usage on an annual basis, any challenge to that existing reality will 
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 The Economics of Load Defection, RMI report April 2015 
3 Including Iowa Code 476.41 “It is the policy of this state to encourage the development of alternate energy 
production facilities and small hydro facilities in order to conserve our finite and expensive energy resources and 
to provide for their most efficient use”, and the extensive list of Iowa standards, rules, and incentives summarized 
on the Database of State Incentives (DSIRE) web site. 
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only serve to create great customer dissatisfaction and motivation towards load defection through 
customer-owned storage. 
 
Though Time of Use (TOU) tariffs have been mentioned in this docket they are not directly addressed in 
this solicitation. They are very relevant to the surplus and cash-out discussion however. Finer grained 
TOU rates than currently available would represent positive movement towards aligning DG value with 
energy market signals, but all TOU tariffs also present NEM complications. Take the case of a solar/NEM 
customer enrolled in a basic nighttime/daytime TOU tariff: the solar will produce surplus kWh credits 
during the daytime TOU period, and the utility will only apply those credits to the future usage incurred 
during the same TOU period. If a conscientious customer builds a solar system to meet 90% of 
anticipated annual usage, but only 60% of their usage is in the daytime TOU period, they may 
unknowingly begin accruing significant kWh credits in one time period without any ability to apply them 
to the rest of their usage. 
 
One simple fix to this solution would be to place a dollar value on the surplus production based on the 
TOU retail rate, and then apply that value to the remaining monthly bill. This approach is sometimes 
referred to as net billing versus net metering. As the two approaches are used synonymously in many 
states and the FERC has drawn no distinction, we do not believe this would constitute a purchase and 
sale, but there is still another equally simple alternative. The NEM rule could be clarified to state that 
surplus kWh production is credited within a given billing period to usage within the same time period 
first, and then subsequently to the highest value time period below the one in which the credits were 
produced.  
 
We would support this clarification of NEM as a way to align the market benefits of TOU tariffs with the 
current letter and spirit of NEM for DG customers. We would also support the establishment of a cash-
out provision at avoided cost if it were annual and optional for NEM customers. If utilities demonstrate a 
serious problem with perpetual accrual leading to kWh balances that are multiples of the customer’s 
annual usage, then the cash-out option could become mandatory at some pre-defined multiple of total 
annual estimated usage or the system’s total annual estimated production. The ability to carry a certain 
level of credit (we suggest 50%, but regardless of the exact figure, once it’s met the mandatory cash-out 
applies) year to year is critical given the seasonal mismatch of production and consumption of some 
customers. 
 
We do not support a mandatory diversion of surplus credits to a “special cause”. We have no problem 
with a program as a voluntary option, and note that such a transfer is not unlike the transfer inherent in 
various forms of virtual net metering, which we will address in subsequent comments. 
 
 
3. Since the net-metering facility size cap and carry-over provisions were established through 

settlements between the investor-owned utilities and the Office of Consumer Advocate, a division 
of the Iowa Department of Justice, should any changes to those provisions be addressed via a 
rule-making docket, or through modification of the tariff provisions, or does the forum matter? 

 
We do not have the legal expertise to answer this, and defer to the IEC/ELPC recommendations on legal 
processes. We would also request that other things being equal, the board choose a route for changes 
that allows maximum opportunity for continued stakeholder participation. 
 



We also agree with Board staff that pilot projects are one way to test the functionality of changes prior 
to rule-making dockets or tariff modifications. “Pilots” could be project-specific, but they could 
theoretically also be trial periods of say three to five years for a variation such as virtual net metering, 
beyond which provisions sunset or must be re-evaluated. Or, the trigger may be a certain level of 
penetration instead of a time period. 
 
4. If the Board decides to change the cap for eligible net-metered facilities, one option would be to 

allow customers to net meter 110 percent of their average annual electricity consumption up to 1 
MW or 2MW.  Comment on the short-term and long-term financial impact such a change would 
have on non-DG customers and the utilities. Would this have an impact on grid reliability?  Would 
it impact the way utilities do their resource and system planning?  Identify any other concerns 
associated with this change. 

 
We fully support raising the cap for eligible net-metered facilities to 2MW or greater. While it’s true as 
staff noted in the Gold Memo that previous board action intended NEM apply to smaller scale 
customers, the energy world has changed rapidly since then. Numerous Iowa legislative and board 
policies support the expansion of renewable energy including customer-owned DG, and most are not 
discriminatory among customers. Greater inclusion of all customers within a higher NEM cap is 
consistent with the letter and spirit of the vast majority of current state and federal policy. 
 
Since NEM is a policy designed to help a customer generate power to meet and offset their own usage, 
setting a cap relative to annual consumption is common sense. Many related questions must be 
addressed however, including: 

 How will a customer’s average annual usage be calculated, as usage can vary widely in any given 
12-month period? We propose the highest 12-month rolling total within the past 24 months. 

 Once a DG system is in place, how is the eligibility for future system expansion with growing 
usage to be calculated? We propose creating eligibility rules for system expansion based on a 
time period following system operation of demonstrated net power purchase from the utility. 

 How might meter aggregation and virtual net metering, at the very least as pilot projects and /or 
trial periods, be implemented together with aggregated caps? We support pilot projects testing 
these issues and present one in question #6. 

 Will a higher NEM cap based on customer usage include the option for net billing, as a variant 
on NEM, allowing the value of surplus generation to offset demand charges as well as kWh? Net 
billing and net metering are used interchangeably in some states, though the latter more often 
refers strictly to kWh accounting, while the former may place a dollar value (typically retail rate) 
on DG fed to the grid, and then credit that value to the customer’s bill. We strongly support an 
approach that allows DG to offset demand charges, as those charges are a major portion of 
virtually all large general service customers to whom the higher NEM cap will apply. 

 
We do not anticipate raising this cap would have significant or undue impact on grid reliability, as that 
should already be covered under interconnection rules and the engineering competencies and 
responsibilities of the utilities. Clearly growing levels of DG will eventually necessitate grid 
improvements, just as customer and usage patterns have always necessitated grid improvements, with 
costs generally shared among the customer base. The potential of existing grids to evolve to handle 
accelerating adoption of DG is robustly demonstrated by current DG penetration levels one to two 



orders of magnitude higher than Iowa’s in leading DG states, and extensive research showing 80% or 
more generation possible from renewable sources by mid-century4. 
 
It is clear that Board-enabled growth in customer-owned DG will further change the current paradigm of 
the grid. This is inevitable, and the question is not how to prevent change but how to enable and 
manage that change to best meet the needs and opportunities of Iowa communities, citizens, and 
ratepayers. The argument DG negatively impacts non-DG customers by shifting costs has been largely 
debunked by numerous studies, and the establishment of specific Value of Solar Tariffs.5  
 
The impact on non-DG customers and the impact on utilities themselves are two entirely different things 
in the context of investor-owned utilities and this docket. There is no question we are in an era of 
rapidly accelerating transition towards renewable energy, and that includes potentially high penetration 
of customer-owned distributed generation. As customers own more generation, utilities will sell less and 
profit less than they would have, and investors may be impacted. It is not the role of the Board to 
guarantee high perpetual profits to investors in one business model if alternative utility business models 
and grid paradigms will better serve Iowa communities, citizens, and ratepayers. The incorporation of 
rapidly accelerating customer-owned DG scenarios into resource planning and business evolution is 
primarily a responsibility for utility management, and one in which they should have been engaged for 
many years now. 
 
 
5. Propose options to address long-term net-metering options as discussed in Option 3 in the staff 

memorandum, such as exploring the issue in the context of a rate case. These options should 
identify the associated advantages and disadvantages and also allow for the growth of DG while 
balancing the interests of the regulated utilities and all utility customers. 

 
As summarized by staff, the IOUs have suggested the Board “explore long-term solutions” in the context 
of a rate case because of DG’s potential impact on non-DG customers: the oft-discussed “cross-
subsidization” issue. Yet the need to explore solutions pre-supposes there is a problem demanding a 
solution, but no material evidence of the presence or extent of cross-subsidization has been presented 
by the IOUs. Thus, we agree with OCA that the Board should refrain from going down the road of major 
rate design at this point. 
 
We should also point out, as have others, that the theoretical argument of cross-subsidization causing 
major inequity between customers is not only unsupported by data but also by history. In electricity as 
in water, roads, telephone (though diminishingly), internet (increasingly) and many other areas, costs 
are shared among all users and beneficiaries as fairly as possible, though a certain level of inequity is 
inherent and accepted. The energy efficiency programs (out of which this docket grew) are a similar case 

                                                      
4 See for example the National Renewable Energy Laboratory’s Renewable Electricity Futures Study, including the 

following conclusion: “Electricity supply and demand can be balanced in every hour of the year in each region with 
nearly 80% of electricity from renewable resources, including nearly 50% from variable renewable generation, 
according to simulations of 2050 power system operations” (page 20 of the Executive Summary) 
 
5
 See the National Renewable Energy Lab’s Value-of-Solar overview and documentation. The extensively 

researched and carefully developed Minnesota Value of Solar is currently an *optional alternative* to NEM for 
regulated utilities in Minnesota, and to the best of our knowledge has yet to be used by a utility because the VOS 
rate is higher than the NEM rate.  

http://www.nrel.gov/analysis/re_futures/
http://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy13osti/52409-ES.pdf
http://www.nrel.gov/tech_deployment/state_local_governments/basics_value-of-solar_tariffs.html


in point. The burden of proof for penalizing a specific group of customers or citizens shouldn’t be simply 
a suggestion or even a finding of mild inequity (or cross-subsidization), but rather a level of inequity so 
burdensome and untenable that it overrides the societal good of the original policy. 
 
In fact, in the case of DG the preponderance of evidence to date is the opposite. We and others have 
commented previously on Minnesota’s Value of Solar (VOS)6 alternative to net metering currently in 
effect in MN. The VOS was an extensively researched process pulling together the best available data on 
costs and benefits of DG and to whom those benefits accrue. The outcome demonstrates clearly that DG 
owners contribute at least as much and likely greater benefit to the utility, the grid, non-DG customers, 
and society than they receive from infrastructure and existing net metering and related policies.  
 
Of course not all these benefits accrue to non-DG customers, and they do not all accrue to the 
shareholders of IOUs either. As we stated earlier, the good of the IOU (and by definition of the IOU’s 
shareholders) is not a policy goal on a par with the good of Iowa citizens and ratepayers. But the fact 
that accelerating DG will at some point impact the current business model of the IOUs suggests that a 
serious, long-term analysis of alternative business models for utilities and the distribution grid are 
warranted. We return to this point in our answer to question #7, and in our closing. 
 
 
6. Propose options that could be implemented as net-metering pilot projects as discussed in Option 

4 of the staff memorandum. Identify the advantages and disadvantages associated with each 
potential project. For each potential pilot project provide detailed elements including, but not 
limited to, the goal of the project, timelines, eligible participants, responsibilities of the utility and 
participants, potential impacts on non-DG customers, an explanation of how the proposal meets 
the specific needs of the utility, how each option would meet the objectives expressed in the draft 
policy goal, and possible results. 
 

Winneshiek Energy District has a specific pilot project to propose, and we are including it as Appendix A 
to these comments. We have been engaged with the public on issues surrounding DG and solar for 
many years, and that engagement includes public and other non-taxable entities. All local public entities 
in our area have been considering solar, but various questions and obstacles exist. From early in 2015, 
discussions have revolved around the potential for an offsite, shared array, and the need for such an 
option in Iowa. Hence the Board’s request for pilot projects and approaches is timely. 
 
Versions of “community” or “shared” solar, or solar gardens, have been established legislatively as 
options for utility customers in many states7, though not yet in Iowa. The pilot we’re proposing here is 
not a community project per se, as it is focused on a small number of large non-taxable entities 
(primarily public institutions) rather than the full universe of customers. Appendix A provides the full 
text of the request to Alliant for consideration of terms and conditions. The document was drafted prior 
to the Board’s current solicitation for net metering comments, but the last of the signatory entities has 
just recently signed on. Signatories consist of: 

 Northeast Iowa Community College 

 Winneshiek County Board of Supervisors 

 Luther College 
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 Minnesota’s Value of Solar: Can a Northern State’s New Solar Policy Defuse Distributed Generation Battles? 

Institute for Local Self-Reliance, April 2014 
7
 See http://www.sharedrenewables.org/community-energy-projects/ for a map and policy details 
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 Winneshiek Medical Center 

 City of Decorah 
 
The request is presented here for immediate consideration by the Board of relevant issues, 
simultaneously with submission to Alliant Energy/IPL. The key terms and conditions signatory entities 
are requesting have grown out of extensive discussion of the limitations of current DG and net metering 
policy. They are presented below, with brief discussion of each point. 
 
1. That multiple meters pertaining to a single entity and under similar rate structures may be virtually 

aggregated for the purpose of retail net meter calculation, balancing, and crediting 
 
Signatory entities are small in number but have roughly 50 meters among them. For local governments 
and other similarly large or “distributed” customers, installing small arrays at large numbers of meter 
locations is neither economical nor even feasible. For utilities, interconnection of a large number of 
smaller arrays for single customers is equally burdensome and expensive. All would appear to benefit 
greatly from the ability to apply customer-owned production from one larger off-site array to multiple 
meters. This could be done through outright meter aggregation – for those with identical or near-
identical tariffs – or through an electronic hierarchy of production assignment each billing cycle. 
 
2. That monthly production for each entity, as reported to Alliant in an acceptable electronic format 

and timing, be net metered in the same manner as would happen if production were interconnected 
behind the physical meter/s 

 
Any form of customer-owned offsite generation requires some form of virtual net metering. Though it 
can be implemented in various forms, the idea is the same: net metering should apply to customer-
owned generation anywhere within a given utility’s distribution grid. Fairness is often mentioned in 
discussions of DG, and considering at least half of utility customers do not have adequate rooftop or site 
for behind-the-meter DG, then without virtual net metering the majority of utility customers are 
currently being discriminated against8. Total production of a shared offsite array is measured by the 
utility at the point of interconnection. When this production is allocated 100% to participants and 
provided directly to the utility in an acceptable electronic format and timing, there is little difference 
administratively, and much potential benefit in siting and other factors (discussed further below). 
 
3. That surplus monthly and annual production for each entity be credited on a kWh basis and 

continuously rolled over for future availability, as long as the surplus at the end of a given calendar 
year does not exceed 50% of average annual consumption 

 
NEM caps are discussed in question #4, and we support raising the cap, with continuous rollover, up to 
some percentage (50%) of annual consumption, however that may be defined. Signatory entities to this 
proposal all have potential to install more than the current 500KW cap to serve their own needs. Also as 
previously discussed, demand charges ought to be incorporated into the NEM approach for large GS 
customers, where it may represent 30-40% of total bill, otherwise the demand reduction benefit of 
those customers’ very significant production is not being fairly compensated. 
 
4. That both outright entity ownership, and entity participation in a PPA arrangement within the NTE 

solar array, be treated equally at the point of interconnection 
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 NREL Report Estimates Market Potential of Shared Solar 

http://www.nrel.gov/news/press/2015/16496.html


 
In the Eagle Point Solar9 case the Iowa Supreme Court determined third party power purchase 
agreements (PPAs) to be legal approaches to customer-sited solar in Iowa. The Informational Guide for 
Onsite Generation10 produced as a product of this current DG docket includes PPAs as a viable financing 
option DG. The guide also asks (but does not answer) a key question which needs to be addressed in this 
docket: “If I do not own my distributed generation system, will I be compensated for any excess power 
generated?” 
 
The IOUs have answered this by denying NEM to DG customers using PPAs as a financing tool.11 When 
seen as a fairness and equity issue, this is clearly discriminatory and should be remedied by the Board. 
Both the State of Iowa and the federal government have created financial incentives to actively promote 
renewable DG policy goals, and the bulk of those incentives are available only to taxable entities via tax 
credits and depreciation. Non-taxable entities – including local government and other public institutions 
– are able to take advantage of these societally created incentives for the benefit of their constituencies 
only via the third party PPA financing tool. They should not be forced to choose either NEM or PPA when 
all other customer classes are eligible for both, and when in PPA arrangements they own the power that 
is being fed to the grid just as their taxable customer counterparts do. 
 
In fact, we believe the Supreme Court’s ruling on Eagle Point provides a roadmap on this issue. A 
significant part of Eagle Point’s argument, supported by OCA and eventually by the Court, proposed that 
a third party PPA is not a public utility because fundamentally (like a lease) it is simply a method of 
financing for the customer – especially for the non-taxable entity customer that must use the PPA 
financing method in order to participate in the incentive-based DG marketplace. Pages 46-47 of the 
Court’s decision include the following: 
 

We now move to consideration of the Serv-Yu factors. The first factor requires a 
pragmatic assessment of what is actually happening in the transaction. See Northern 
Natural Gas I, 161 N.W.2d at 115. The transaction may be characterized as a sale of 
electricity or a method of financing a solar rooftop operation. Neither characterization is 
inaccurate. … 
 
We also note that the IUB would not seek to regulate behind-the-meter solar 
installations that are owned by the host or which operate pursuant to a standard lease. 
If this is true, the actual issue here is not the supplying of electricity through behind-the-
meter solar facilities, but the method of financing. Yet, financing of renewable energy 
methods is not something that public utilities are required to do. See Iowa-Illinois Gas & 
Elec., 334 N.W.2d at 753–54. As pointed out by the Consumer Advocate in this case, if 
providing financing for renewable energy is not required of public utilities, the converse 
should also be true, namely, that providing financing for solar activities should not draw 
an entity into the fly trap of public regulation. 
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 Iowa Supreme Court case 13-0642, SZ Enterprises LLC d/b/a Eagle Point Solar vs. Iowa Utilities Board, July 2014 

10
 At https://iub.iowa.gov/sites/default/files/files/misc/IUB_Informational_Guide_Distributed_Generation.pdf 

11
 Johnson County is a specific example: http://thegazette.com/subject/news/iowa-court-ruling-lets-public-sector-

tap-into-solar-20150308  

http://www.iowacourts.gov/About_the_Courts/Supreme_Court/Supreme_Court_Opinions/Recent_Opinions/20140711/13-0642.pdf
https://iub.iowa.gov/sites/default/files/files/misc/IUB_Informational_Guide_Distributed_Generation.pdf
http://thegazette.com/subject/news/iowa-court-ruling-lets-public-sector-tap-into-solar-20150308
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The IOUs are apparently denying net metering to customers entering into a PPA because the generating 
facility is not “owned” by the customer, but by the third party. This is problematic for two reasons.  First, 
Iowa code on net metering is silent about the ownership status of the facility:  
 

Net metering. Each utility shall offer to operate in parallel through net metering (with a 
single meter monitoring only the net amount of electricity sold or purchased) with an 
AEP facility, provided that the facility complies with any applicable standards 
established in accordance with these rules. 
 
In the alternative, by choice of the facility, the utility and facility shall operate in a 
purchase and sale arrangement whereby any electricity provided to the utility by the 
AEP facility is sold to the utility at the fixed or negotiated buy-back rate, and any 
electricity provided to the AEP facility by the utility is sold to the facility at the tariffed 
rate. 12 

 
Second, the Court’s language above makes it clear that a PPA is validly interpreted as a financing 
mechanism. Seen in this way, it is not substantially different than a “standard lease” or, for that matter, 
a customer-owned system financed by the bank where the bank has a lien on the property. And so even 
if ownership language is to be found elsewhere in net metering guidance documents, the Court’s 
interpretation of a PPA as a financing mechanism should override a utility’s denial of net metering based 
on ownership. The method of system financing should not draw an entity into the fly trap of a utility-
regulatory catch-22. 
 
We encourage the Board to confirm in no uncertain terms that customers entering into third party PPA 
arrangements maintain their eligibility for net metering tariffs. 
 
5. That renewable energy credits remain with customer/entities, the current norm in Iowa 
 
Renewable Energy Credits (RECS) for all renewable energy produced are and must remain the property 
of the renewable energy system owner. In PPA financing situations this is part of the contract terms 
negotiated between customer and developer. In customer-owned situations it should be clearly spelled 
out that all RECs remain with the owner, both for power used on-site and for power fed into the grid 
and “banked”. There is no basis for involuntarily “unbundling” the RECS from the customer-owned 
power (or kWh credit) at the moment it is fed into the grid. 
 
6. That the array be sited and planned with the understanding of potential future expansion 
 
Siting of shared offsite DG such as proposed in this pilot project is another significant potential benefit 
to the utility and the grid. The utilities have expressed concern in this docket about growing levels of DG 
causing infrastructure challenges on certain portions of the distribution grid. If a county is a generally 
accepted definition for geographic participation and siting range in offsite, shared DG arrays, there will 
always be better and worse places to put a relatively large, consolidated amount of customer-owned 
DG. If, as is the case with one Decorah circuit, DG is at levels requiring level 2 interconnection studies 
and possibly infrastructure upgrades, then it benefits all parties to work together on an acceptable 
location for an offsite shared array meeting the needs of both customers and the utility. 
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 IAC 199.15.11(5) 

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ACO/IAC/LINC/07-28-2010.Rule.199.15.11.pdf


The local discussions surrounding this pilot project have just recently produced the jointly signed 
request to Alliant/IPL attached here, and it is therefore being submitted simultaneously to Alliant and in 
this docket as a pilot. Signatory entities have expressed an interest in moving forward as quickly as 
possible with development of a concept agreement on these terms and conditions, in order that siting, 
administration, and possibly even construction can begin in 2015. 
 
As noted in this discussion, there are significant potential benefits that would accrue in this pilot to both 
customers and utilities. As a pilot, it would allow the test implementation of many issues under 
discussion via an offsite “shared” approach, but one limited to a manageable number of participants. In 
fact, a focus on non-taxable entities adds a great deal to the fairness and equity arguments, because 
these entities (local government, educational and nonprofit institutions) are non-taxable precisely 
because they serve the public good. When a local government or other public institution builds and 
owns solar, for example, the financial and other benefits accrue to all the taxpayers and constituents of 
that entity, most of whom are ratepayers as well. In addition, the grid/infrastructure demands of a 
single, large, carefully planned and sited shared array are much less than dozens of randomly located 
and sized arrays designed only because of where the meter happens to reside. 
 
One last point to make regarding the applicability of this pilot to the current docket is the importance of 
keeping local government, other public institutions, and communities a central part of this conversation. 
These institutions are the most local representatives of Iowa’s citizens and ratepayers, and are 
responsive to their constituents. We have discussed how the reality and perception of anti-DG policies 
will contribute to disenfranchisement and ultimately grid defection among potentially large numbers 
and types of customers in the future. The corresponding response of local government would likely be 
less damaging to the grid but similarly disruptive to regulators: municipalization. While, from our local 
perspective, we do not see rapid growth in municipalization as a bad thing, we suspect the Board might 
prefer an approach closer to that outlined in this pilot, at least as a near-term alternative for local public 
and non-taxable entities interested in pursuing it. 
 
 
7. Participants should indicate their preferences for addressing net metering going forward based on 

each of the options presented in the staff memorandum. Participants should also explain the basis 
for their preferred options and address how their preferred approach achieves the draft policy 
goal. 

 
As discussed earlier in these comments, we largely agree with staff sentiment in Option #1 of the Gold 
Memo that “the current net metering policies appear to balance the interests of most customers and 
utilities and seem to be serving the intended purpose.”  We have some important caveats, however: 
 

1. We assume that “most” refers to the fact that most Iowans are customers of utilities that offer 
net metering. Many are not and are frustrated that they can’t access net metering. 

2. Even among customers of utilities offering net metering however, it is well documented13 that 
roughly half or more do not have adequate siting to install behind-the-meter DG, and thus 
would be excluded from net metering in Iowa. When combined with customers of utilities not 
even offering net metering, a clear majority (most) of Iowa utility customers are not being 
served by net metering. Allowing virtual net metering via a shared/community renewable 
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 Shared Solar: Current Landscape, Market Potential, and the Impact of Federal Securities Regulation; 
USDOE/NREL, April 2015 

http://www.nrel.gov/news/press/2015/16496.html


program14 with virtual net metering would solve this problem for the majority of these 
customers. Pilot projects could test the waters. 

3. Federal and Iowa policy are in full agreement in support of customer-owned DG, and have 
chosen to support those clear policy goals with financial incentives grounded in the tax code. 
This has led to a situation whereby customers without tax appetite must turn to third party 
ownership models to participate—an opportunity that is now settled law in Iowa. Yet the IOUs 
are denying net metering to local governments and other non-taxable entities, which make up a 
large number of customers and collectively represent the majority of Iowans. The Board should 
clarify that net metering is available to all customers including those in third party ownership 
structures. 

 
And so while we agree that net metering is fundamentally an elegant, uncomplicated, and fair 
approximation of DG value to all parties involved, its application has been inconsistent and unfair. To 
improve coverage for all Iowans, we support select changes as outlined in Option #2, including: 
 

1. Raising the cap to 2MW, and finding a way to include the valuation of demand charges for larger 
customers, including local governments 

2. Confirming the perpetual carryover of credits monthly and annually with a commonsense cap 
(such as 50% of annual usage) and cashout beyond the cap at avoided cost, to provide flexibility 
regarding customer production as well as clarity regarding net metering’s limits 

3. Virtual net metering and virtual meter aggregation be established as viable options for utility 
customers within the utility’s distribution grid, as discussed in the pilot proposal above 

4. Customers entering into third party ownership arrangements remain eligible for net metering 
 
As discussed under question #5 above related to Option #3, we support OCA and others in encouraging 
the Board to refrain from major rate design change. The IOUs request such change to solve supposed 
problems surrounding infrastructure cost recovery and cross-subsidization, yet have failed to provide 
substantial evidence supporting the scale or even the existence of a problem. In fact, extensive analysis 
in many states has determined the contrary: that the value solar DG customers are providing to the grid, 
utilities, and society is equal to or greater than the value they receive from grid services. 
 
We applaud the Board for considering long-term solutions however, and suggest that viable long-term 
solutions will need to go well beyond the issue of net metering under discussion here. We are in a new 
energy era and we will need to rapidly adjust our utility and regulatory models to serve the interests of 
ratepayers, citizens, and communities desiring increased participation and control. Such an effort may 
take a new docket or stakeholder involvement process, or a significant broadening of the current 
docket. Several recent studies highlight areas for further discussion: 
 

 A recent Navigant white paper15 examining the “all-encompassing evolution” of the grid: “The 
end result of this transformation is a re-imagining of how we generate, store, and consume 
energy in the next 20 years. … More specifically, the energy cloud represents a transition from 
one-way power flow to a dynamic network of networks supporting two-way energy flows at the 
periphery of the grid.” 
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 Model Rules for Shared Renewable Energy Programs, IREC, June 2013 
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 The Energy Cloud: Emerging Opportunities in the Decentralized Grid, Navigant Research, 2Q 2015; as quoted on 
Utility Dive, June 2, 2015 

http://www.irecusa.org/model-rules-for-shared-renewable-energy-programs/
https://www.navigantresearch.com/research/the-energy-cloud
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 In April 2014, the New York’s Public Service Commission “commenced its Reforming the Energy 
Vision (REV)16 initiative to reform New York State’s energy industry and regulatory practices. 
This initiative will lead to regulatory changes that promote more efficient use of energy, deeper 
penetration of renewable energy resources such as wind and solar, wider deployment of 
“distributed” energy resources, such as micro grids, on-site power supplies, and storage. It will 
also promote greater use of advanced energy management products to enhance demand 
elasticity and efficiencies. These changes, in turn, will empower customers by allowing them 
more choice in how they manage and consume electric energy.”  

 

 The Minnesota e21 Initiative17 established the following consensus principles, and e21 
participants recommend that these principles guide any regulatory or statutory changes: 

o Align an economically viable utility model with state and federal public policy goals. 
o Provide universal access to electricity services, including affordable services to low-

income customers. 
o Provide for just, reasonable, and competitive rates. 
o Enable delivery of services and options that customers value. 
o Recognize and fairly value grid services and “distributed energy resource” services. 
o Assure system reliability, and enhance resilience and security, while addressing customer 

privacy concerns. 
o Foster investment that optimizes economic and operational efficiency of the system as a 

whole. 
o Reduce regulatory administrative costs where possible (e.g., results in fewer rate cases 

or otherwise reduce the burden of the regulatory process). 
o Facilitate innovation and implementation of new technologies. 

 

 Rocky Mountain Institute has been involved in research, analysis, consultation and regulatory 
processes surrounding the evolution of the distribution grid and distributed energy resources for 
some time. A recent post18 distilled a depth of experience and reports into a few 
recommendations against regulatory bodies adding fixed charges to DER customers:  

And although higher fixed charges have become one of the more commonly 
pursued ways for utilities to move away from reliance on the pay-by-the-kilowatt 
hour model of today, they are not the only way. We see at least three important 
reasons why fixed charges aren’t the way to go: 

 Loss of the energy efficiency/conservation incentive 

 The grid defection whiplash effect 

 A giant missed opportunity [to capture DG/DER value on the grid] 
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 Proceeding 14-M-0101: Reforming the Energy Vision (REV) 
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 E21 Initiative: Charting a Path to a 21
st

 Century Energy System in Minnesota, December 2014. More information 
is available at the Great Plains Institute’s e21 Initiative site. 
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 Fixed Charges Don’t “Fix” The Problem: How pricing affects solar-plus-battery system economics and pricing 
reform for better grid integration. RMI blog May 28, 2015. Including reference to The Economics of Load Defection, 
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 A recent Interstate Renewable Energy Council report19 examines how “multiple compounding 
factors are driving national movement toward a more modern electricity grid, one that enables 
a cleaner energy future. This landmark report offers a unique look at easing that transition, and 
offers five insightful approaches for state utility regulators who, ultimately, will facilitate this 
transition through the rules and regulations that govern the electricity system and electric 
utilities. “”IREC seeks to provide regulators with some practical pathways for consideration as 
they address the changing roles and interests of customers and utilities,”” says IREC’s Regulatory 
Program Director, Sara Baldwin Auck.” 
 

 The Institute for Local Self-Reliance has conducted extensive research and analysis20 not only on 
the evolving grid, business models, and customer participation, but the impact of new energy 
opportunities on communities and local economies. The results are striking, and should be 
incorporated into policy considerations. 

 
We have proposed a workable pilot project with collaborating stakeholders and terms and conditions 
very relevant to staff Option #4 under question #6 above. We include a set of principles supported by 
stakeholders and their initial approach to Alliant Energy/IPL as Appendix A. 
 
In closing, we reiterate our belief that we are in a new energy world. Technological advances, 
stewardship concerns, and economics have put customers and communities in the driver’s seat. They 
don’t call all (or most) of the shots today, but the grid will either rapidly evolve to meet their needs, or 
devolve chaotically into a grid death spiral. The Board’s ultimate responsibility is to the citizens and 
ratepayers of Iowa, and so we propose the following DG policy goal: 
 

Facilitate the evolution of a distribution grid and energy marketplace fully enabling and 
prioritizing customer and community participation, and align utility roles and revenue models in 
support of this evolution. 

 
 
 
 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
 
 
 
/s/Andrew Johnson 
Executive Director 
Winneshiek Energy District 
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Appendix A: Winneshiek County Non-Taxable Entity Shared Solar Request 
 

 
Date June 15, 2015 
 
To  Alliant Energy/Interstate Power and Light, Iowa 
 
From Winneshiek County Public and Non-Taxable Entities 
 
Re Winneshiek Non-Taxable Entity Shared Solar Field Request 
 
 
The following entities propose the creation of a collaborative Winneshiek/Decorah Non-Taxable 
Entity (NTE) solar field. This proposal represents a common expression of interest among the 
entities. Signatory entities are not committing to final participation, but requesting response 
from Alliant Energy on key questions so we may determine best how to proceed in the interests 
of our constituencies. 
 
Whereas: 
 
Participating non-taxable entities represent taxpayers and citizens of Decorah and Winneshiek 
County, and are entrusted with fiduciary and resource stewardship responsibilities, including 
franchise contracts 
 
Energy costs are a major budget expense with steady increases forecasted, and installed solar 
PV power costs have declined to the point of strong positive ROI and cost-effectiveness 
 
Non-taxable entities such as schools and local government are not able to take advantage of 
state and federal tax incentives except through third party power purchase agreements, and 
the Iowa Supreme Court has recently affirmed these arrangements are legally acceptable in 
Iowa 
 
Retail net metering is currently available to Iowa IOU customers for systems up to 
500KW/meter connected on the customer’s side of the meter 
 
Signatory entities are actively considering the installation of solar PV systems at numerous 
behind-meter locations, either in outright ownership or in power purchase arrangements 
 
Alliant Energy has repeatedly stated they are exploring options for a community solar initiative 
 
However: 
 
Wide variation exists in site or rooftop suitability among the numerous meters of interest to 
signatories, and some locations have no opportunity for behind-meter installation 



 
The reality of numerous dispersed meters (both within and among entities), often with 
relatively low usage yet similar rate structures, makes installation of equally numerous small 
arrays interconnecting behind each meter cumbersome and potentially costly to both Alliant 
and signatory entities 
 
Forms of virtual meter aggregation, virtual retail net metering, and “community” solar are 
authorized by many state regulatory bodies, create significant cost and administrative 
efficiencies for both customer/owners and utilities, and are critical tools especially for non-
taxable entities 
 
The IUB rule on retail net metering is silent on (and certainly not prohibitive to) application of 
net metering and meter aggregation through a “virtual” approach, and considerate 
interpretation by Alliant and the IUB would allow NTEs to enjoy incentives and advantages 
currently enjoyed by taxable entities, thus benefitting their constituents and taxpayers 
 
Grid safety and management, and array management and value of solar to the grid and utility, 
can be significantly improved with a single large array (representing multiple owners) and 
interconnection than with dozens of small behind-the-meter arrays and unique 
interconnections 
 
Therefore: 
 
Signatory non-taxable entities propose the creation of a single NTE solar field as the location for 
our combined planned solar PV generation capacity 
 
Entities have access to multiple potentially suitable sites in close proximity to Alliant’s 
transmission/distribution system in the Decorah area, and are willing to collaborate on array 
siting to maximize grid safety and reliability, voltage and frequency regulation, and to minimize 
line losses 
 
Entities are willing to discuss aspects of array construction that could include orientation and 
adjustment capabilities with the effect of increasing mid-late afternoon production over 
baseline Iowa PV, significantly increasing the value of retail net metered power to Alliant 
Energy and all ratepayers 
 
Entities respectfully request Alliant Energy confirm the acceptability of the following key terms 
by July 1, 2015, in order that we may proceed with array planning as soon as possible: 
 

1. That multiple meters pertaining to a single entity and under similar rate structures may 
be virtually aggregated for the purpose of retail net meter calculation, balancing, and 
crediting 

 



2. That monthly production for each entity, as reported to Alliant in an acceptable 
electronic format and timing, be net metered in the same manner as would happen if 
production were interconnected behind the physical meter/s 

 
3. That surplus monthly and annual production for each entity be credited on a kWh basis 

and continuously rolled over for future availability, as long as the surplus at the end of a 
given calendar year does not exceed 50% of average annual consumption 

 
4. That both outright entity ownership, and entity participation in a PPA arrangement 

within the NTE solar array, be treated equally at the point of interconnection 

 
5. That renewable energy credits remain with customer/entities, the current norm in Iowa  

 
6. That the array be sited and planned with the understanding of potential future 

expansion 
 
 
 
Respectfully submitted,  
 
 
/s/Liang Chee Wee, President, Northeast Iowa Community College 
 
/s/John Logsdon, Chair, Winneshiek County Board of Supervisors 
 
/s/Diane Tacke, Vice President for Finance and Administration, Luther College 
 
/s/Lisa Radtke, Chief Administrative Officer, Winneshiek Medical Center 
 
/s/Chad Bird, Administrator, City of Decorah 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
cc  Iowa Utilities Board 

Senator Michael Breitbach, Senator Mary Jo Wilhelm, Representative Darrel Branhagen, 
Representative Josh Byrnes 

 


